
ACCESS 
INSPECTION  DOOR

In any plant, there are enclosed spaces that require a safe means of access to inspect, service or take samples 
during the application. Others require an access that reduces the risk associated with confined space and 
manual handling.
The Access Inspection Door, is dust tight, without 
hinges, catches or fasteners. Originally developed to 
allow efficient service of conveyor belt cleaners, Access 
Inspection Doors simplifies operations by providing 
easy access to all types of process equipment and 
conveying systems for inspection, routine maintenance 
and troubleshooting.

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

SIMPLE TO INSTALL
 

The Access Inspection Door only needs 62mm clearance 
for removal and is easily installed by welding or bolting 
into position; this means that the Access Inspection 
Door can be installed behind obstructions where 
no hinged door can be operated, creating a simple, 
uniform solution for all access areas.

VERSATILE 

The Access Inspection Door comes in a range of sizes 
and types of rubber. Sizes range from 9x12 inches to 
24x24 inches, to suit any size application. Rubber types 
include; high temperature, fire retardant and food grade 
rubber compounds to suit a range of applications and 
environments. 

RUBBER MATERIAL

The rubber Access Inspection Door is simple, safe, 
flexible, lightweight and resistant to impacts; this 
makes the Access Inspection Door ideal for a range 
of applications Including overhead applications as it 
reduces noise, and reduces the risk of serious injury.

SAFETY MESH

Safety Mesh allows for safe, inspection of the confined 
area, available with all Access Inspection Door, the grid 
is removable to allow access when conditions are safe.  

DUST TIGHT

The Access Inspection Door completely seals the 
perimeter of the door, preventing the escape of the 
fugitive material. The Access Inspection Door won’t 
loosen under normal conveyor system conditions 
of positive or negative air pressure. The rubber door 
adapts to the warping of the mounting surface ensuring 
sealing quality.  

EASY MANDREL SERVICE

TThe metal Access Inspection Door with a metal cover 
with viewpoint and Twist Tensioner is used to ease 
service and blade changes on units with a mandrel.  
Requiring no tools, the cover supports and seals the 
access point and tensioning device.  Four pins hold the 
unit in the correct position and can be locked to prevent 
unauthorised tampering or chute access.



HOW IT WORKS

Manufactured from flexible rubber to provide a dust-tight seal with easy, no tool operation.  The cover’s innovative 
design snaps over the door frame, providing a secure seal without requiring hinges, latches or fasteners which can 
corrode to complicate maintenance operations.

Because Access Inspection Doors require only 62mm clearance for removal, they can be used behind obstructions 
where no hinged door can operate. Available with metal frame standard, or durable plastic frame for food processing 
or corrosive atmospheres.

Will withstand the impact of ricocheting material and positive or negative air pressure.
Simply peel the rubber door completely off for maintenance of mechanical equipment, to clear out material build 
up, and as a point to visually inspect the material flow. 

Can be used on all types of conveying systems, including feeders, bucket elevators, electrical switchboard covers, 
equipment covers, splash covers and safety covers.

BACK UP AND SUPPORT
 

ESS backs up its products 100%. We proudly manufacture all our products at two separate locations in Australia.
 

ESS maintains local stores and service crew’s in most Australian mining centres. Service crews are available for 
installation, service, inspection and troubleshooting.

ESS design team provide a solution to your specific plant requirements.

PART NUMBERS OPENING SIZE (mm) OVERALL SIZE (mm)

ASSEMBLY REPLACEMENT DOOR HEIGHT WIDTH WIDTH HEIGHT

23010912 24100912 225 300 360 285

23011218 24101218 300 450 505 360

23011824 24101824 450 600 660 510

23012424 24102424 600 600 660 660

ALL CORNERS HAVE A 45mm RADIUS

VITAL STATISTICS

RUBBER SPECIFICATIONS

RUBBER TEMPERATURE APPLICATION
STANDARD Up to 65.5 ‘C General Plate use, Coal Handling, Mining, Machinery

MEDIUM TEMP. (OIL RESISTANT) Up to 149’C Foundry, Cement, Chemical

HIGH TEMP. Up to 316’C Foundry, Cement, Chemical

FIRE RETARDENT MSHA # IC-95 Grain Handling, Underground

FOOD GRADE WHITE - Food Processing - White

FOOD GRADE BLACK - Food Processing - Black


